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Abstract
“Your Future is in your hand” Yes! literally this line is seemed to be true. Foretelling the future through
the hand has been the common method since before Christ era. After much advancements of this mystical
science still many mysteries under the curtain. The man is always keen to be under lime light but some
get success other don’t. Potential and psychology of a person determines the success in a particular area
however many fails to know their hidden talents and interests which restricts them to get desired fame. It
would be a great clarification for the students if they could foresee their suitable career. Palmistry
analyses the fame of the subject from sun line and its mount still there are many researches are yet to be
done. here is given another concept of palmistry to know the popularity of the subject and a method has
been given to determine in which area the subject would be popular. So, look at your hand do you have
“The Flag of Fame”, then you will be famous.
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Introduction
Vedic palmistry is closely related with astrology, philosophy and human psychology [1]. The
psychological attitude of a subject determines the life incidents coming ahead. As the
researches suggest our conscious mind tells the present and past while subconscious mind
discloses the future; our own thoughts attitude makes a path towards success. There are no two
hand that are similar as there are no two minds with same thoughts and attitude [2]. The
subconscious mind knows the past, present and future; it also stores all the thoughts and
responds accordingly [3]. The subconscious memory stores the karma of previous birth and our
present actions add more to it which determines the mental attitude of the subject [4]. As you
sow, so you reap. Therefore, our karmic accounts and present thoughts build up a particular
personality and attitude which decides subjects popularity in a distinct area. Let us look at
some basic concepts of palmistry. The mount of sun or Apollo indicative of personality,
ambition, fame, distinction and success of the individual and we look at the sun line for high
post and respectful position in a society as it is governed by Apollo mount itself. Also, we
analyze sun mount and its line to know the hidden talents and potential of the individual [5].
When we say the mentality of person reveals his destiny, we must look at the head line to get
an idea of the quality of intelligence and the type of mentality of the subject. Apart from the
lines and mounts we look at some basic signs like square, triangle, cross bar etc. and some
advanced Indian palmistry signs like conch, lotus, flag, fish etc. A scripture of Indian hand
analysis Hasta-Samudrika Shastra considers the flag as an auspicious sign for fame and
success [6]. The highbreed combination of a triangle and a vertical line resembles a shape of
flag.
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The Flag of Fame
If the mercury line, head line and an influence line from any mount makes a small triangle
such that it would resemble the shape of a flag then that is called as flag of fame or the
mercury flag as shown in the figure-1. The reason behind such name is; if a person has this
sign on his dominant hand then that person would achieve worldwide fame and the subject
would be a master in his area. Why this is so? As we know a flag is the combination of a triangle
and a straight line. The triangle generally signifies material progress and success as it is looked as a
reservoir of energy [7]. Here the triangle is made by three lines; these three lines provides their
energy into that triangle.
~1~
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So, the triangle accumulates intellectual power from head
line; business acumen, leadership quality and health from
mercury line; the influence line supplies extra energy that
would decide in which area the subject will be famous. Then

the triangle along with mercury line resembles the shape of a
flag which provides every possibility that are required to
shine the stars of the subject.

Fig 1: Illustration of The Flag of Fame

figure-4. As earlier it has been told that the secondary line or
the influence line shows the area in which the subject will be
famous; here we can see in Cheiro’s palm that the secondary
line is the intuition line itself hence he got worldwide
reputation in the field of occult sciences like palmistry,
astrology etc. And in Einstein’s hand the secondary line is an
influence line from mount of mars which governs science and
research area therefore, he is a legendary figure in the field of
science.

Case Studies
The palms of two famous personalities of distinct area has
been taken into account. They no need of introduction; one is
Albert Einstein and another one is Cheiro (William John
Warner) [8, 9]. Cheiro is the most famous palmist of all time
while Einstein is the most famous scientist of all time. They
both are from different schools of philosophy but one thing
common in their hand was The Flag of Fame as shown in
figure-2 and figure-3 and the flag has been illustrated in

Fig 2: Right hand of Einstein [10]

Fig 3: Right hand of Cheiro [11]

Fig 4: Illustrated Flag of Fame
~2~
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Points to be considered
These are some points to be considered to easily locate the
Flag of Fame. These are also helpful for accurate prediction
of suitable line in which the subject would get success.
 The triangle must be made up of head line, mercury line
and a secondary line.
 It must resemble the shape of a flag with mercury line.



The flag and triangle should not be confused with other
signs like fish, square, drum etc. as shown in the figure5[A].
This should not be confused with well-known money
triangle which is a big triangle made up of head line,
mercury line and fate line at the center of palm as
depicted in the figure- 5[B].

Fig 5[A]: Some signs that could be confused with triangle or flag.



The area in which the subject would get fame is
determined by the mounts from which the secondary line
Mounts from which the
secondary line has been Apollo or Sun
originated
Result

Film star,
Youtuber,
Painter etc.

Fig 5[B]: Money Triangle

has been originated. This has been explained in the table
below.

Jupiter

Saturn

Mercury

Influencer,
teacher, religious
preacher etc.

Industrialist,
Engineer,
Politician,
Occultist etc.

4.

Moon or
Luna

Mars

Venus

Businessmen,
Dancer,
Entrepreneur,
Poet, Writer, Scientist,
Singer,
Motivational Speaker Traveler etc. Soldier etc.
Performer etc.
etc.
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Example
If a subject has The Flag of Fame and the secondary line has
been originated from the sun mount then he would definitely
become famous in film line, YouTube, painting or in any
creative field.
Conclusion
The psychology of a human being and his action is directly
related and it is reflected through the palm lines. This flag of
fame can be seen on those hands who has the mental and
physical ability to become famous. As the triangle
accumulates the energy of lines and preserves it, the
secondary line provides energy and potential of a particular
mount. This makes a person famous in a distinct career or
path. Lastly, we can say that the flag of fame would make a
person popular also it can be seen in many famous
personalities of any area of interest.
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